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An explicit finite-volume method for the Euler equations with multigrid is presented for calculating cascade flows. The method is validated against theoretical test cases of the Hobson shock-free impulse cascade and a supersonic wedge cascade. Results for a VKI turbine cascade and a low-pressure turbine cascade are presented and compared with experimental data. Isentropic Mach number distributions on blade surfaces show good agreement with experiments at design conditions, whereas, discrepancy exists at off-design conditions due to flow separation. With equal efficiency the method is also able to capture qualitative features of secondary flow due to inlet side-wall boundary layers.

Nomenclature

\( c \) = sound speed
\( D \) = artificial dissipation
\( E \) = stagnation energy
\( E, F, G \) = flux vectors in the Euler equations
\( H \) = stagnation enthalpy
\( (i, j, k) \) = grid point indices
\( k \) = summation index
\( p \) = pressure
\( q \) = total flow speed
\( Q \) = flux balance
\( R \) = residual for the Euler equations
\( \bar{R} \) = averaged residual for the Euler equations
\( S \) = entropy
\( (u, v, w) \) = velocity components in \( x, y, z \) directions
\( V_{ijk} \) = cell volume
\( W \) = conserved flow variables in the Euler equations
\( (x, y, z) \) = Cartesian coordinates
\( (\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) = inlet flow directional angles
\( \alpha_0 \) = time-stepping coefficient for the \( q \)th stage of the multistage time-stepping scheme
\( \gamma \) = ratio of specific heats
\( \Delta S \) = cell surface area
\( \delta \) = central difference operator, \( \delta e(\cdot) = (\cdot)_{i+1/2} - (\cdot)_{i-1/2} \)
\( \epsilon \) = smoothing parameter
\( \rho \) = density
\( \Omega \) = control volume

Subscripts

\( h, 2h \) = coarse and fine meshes
\( i \) = interior cell values
\( n \) = outer normal direction to a boundary
\( q \) = stages in the multistage time stepping
\( \infty \) = far-stream conditions

I. Introduction

In order to take full advantage of computational fluid dynamics in the design of turbomachinery blade rows, it is important to develop numerical methods that offer both accurate solutions for realistic flows and minimum computer cost and turn-around time. While a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver is really needed for the above purpose, the problem of turbulence modeling and the large amount of computer time make a fast and robust three-dimensional Euler solver still a desirable tool for routine applications. Furthermore, since the Euler equations do not preclude rotational flow, it is anticipated that, when proper inlet boundary conditions are given and a fine enough mesh is provided, the Euler equations are capable of capturing features of secondary flow vortices caused by the convection of the inlet side-wall boundary layers.

A notable Euler method for cascade-flow calculations was developed by Denton. The robustness, relative fast speed, and simplicity of the method earned its wide use in the turbomachinery industry. On the other hand, a finite-volume method with a multiple stage time-stepping scheme proposed by Jameson et al. has been very successful for external flows. This method has the advantage of separated spatial and time discretizations and is easy to implement. Coupled with a multigrid scheme, the method can achieve computational efficiencies better than most other existing methods. Holmes first applied a four-stage version of the method without multigrid to cascade calculations. Smith and Caughey later incorporated multigrid and presented results for a rotor cascade. In this article we will present results with our latest version of a five-stage cell-centered finite-volume method with multigrids. The method is validated against theoretical test cases of the Hobson shockless impulse cascade and a supersonic wedge cascade. Detailed studies are carried out on a three-dimensional turbine cascade and the results are compared with those by Hodson and Dominy. One interesting feature of this work is that the method has been applied to calculating rotational flow in an attempt to explore the possibility of predicting cascade secondary flow with an Euler code.

In the next section we will outline the basic numerical method. Section III describes the boundary conditions for typical cascade calculations. Section IV shows the results for the Hobson impulse cascade, a supersonic wedge cascade, and two turbine cascades. Comparisons of blade isentropic Mach number distributions will be made between numerical calculation and experiment. Preliminary results of secondary flow calculations will also be presented to illustrate the capability and limitations of the inviscid calculation.

II. Numerical Method

A. Finite-Volume Scheme and Time Stepping

The basic numerical method is described in detail in Refs. 8 and 9. For a perfect gas

\[
E = \frac{|p|}{\gamma - 1} \rho + (u^2 + v^2 + w^2), \quad H = E + \left(\frac{p}{\rho}\right)
\]
The Euler equations can be written in integral form as
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int_{\Omega} W \, dv + \int_{\partial \Omega} [E \, dS_x + F \, dS_y + G \, dS_z] = 0
\] (1)
for a fixed region \( \Omega \) with boundary \( \partial \Omega \), where
\[
W = \begin{bmatrix} \rho \\ \rho u \\ \rho v \\ \rho w \\ \rho E \end{bmatrix}, \quad E = \begin{bmatrix} \rho u \\ \rho u v \\ \rho u w \\ \rho u H \end{bmatrix}, \quad F = \begin{bmatrix} \rho v \\ \rho u v \\ \rho v w \end{bmatrix}, \quad G = \begin{bmatrix} \rho w \\ \rho u w \\ \rho v w \end{bmatrix}
\]
The computational domain is divided into hexahedral cells. A system of ordinary differential equations can be obtained by applying Eq. (1) to each cell and approximating the surface integral with a finite-volume scheme
\[
\frac{d}{dt} (W_{ik} W_{ik}) + Q_{ik} = 0
\] (2)
where \( W_{ik} \) is the average flow variable over the cell, \( Q_{ik} \) is the finite-volume approximation for the net flux out of the cell. With a cell-centered scheme \( W_{ik} \) is assumed to be at the center of the cell. \( Q_{ik} \) can be evaluated as
\[
Q_{ik} = \sum_{j=1}^{6} [E_i(\Delta S)_k + F_i(\Delta S)_k + G_i(\Delta S)_k]
\] (3)
where \( E_i, F_i, \) and \( G_i \) denote values of the flux vectors \( E, F, \) and \( G \) on the \( k \)th face of the cell, \( (\Delta S)_k \), \( (\Delta S)_k \), and \( (\Delta S)_k \), are the \( x, y, z \) components of the face area vector. \( E, F, \) and \( G \) can be evaluated by taking the averages of \( E, F, \) and \( G \), respectively, on either side of the cell face.

The scheme constructed in this manner reduces to a central-difference scheme on Cartesian meshes, and is second-order accurate if the mesh is sufficiently smooth. To prevent odd and even decoupling and to capture shocks without oscillations, an additional dissipation term is added to the semi-discrete Eq. (2) so that we solve
\[
\frac{dW_{ik}}{dt} + R_{ik}(W) = 0
\] (4)
where \( R_{ik} \) is the residual
\[
R_{ik}(W) = (1/W_{ik}) (Q_{ik} - D_{ik})
\]
and \( D_{ik} \) is the artificial dissipation term which is formed in a conservative manner as a flux balance of blended first and third differences of the flow variables in each coordinate direction.\(^8\)

The most effective method of accelerating convergence is the multigrid method. Auxiliary meshes are introduced by doubling the mesh spacing, and values of the flow variables are transferred to a coarser grid by the rule
\[
W_{2h}^{(0)} = \sum V_n W_h / V_{nh}
\]
where the subscripts denote values of the mesh spacing parameter. In three dimensions the sum is over the eight cells on the fine grid composing each cell on the coarse grid. The rule conserves mass, momentum, and energy. A forcing term is then defined as
\[
P_{2h} = \sum R_\delta(W_h) - R_{2h}(W_{2h}^{(0)})
\]
where \( R \) is the residual of the difference scheme. To update the solution on a coarse grid the multistage scheme is reformulated as
\[
W_{1h}^{(0)} = W_{2h}^{(0)} - \alpha \Delta t (R_{2h}^{(0)} + P_{2h})
\]
\[
W_{(h-1)}^{(0)} = W_{2h}^{(0)} - \alpha_{h-1} \Delta t (R_{2h}^{(0)} + P_{2h})
\]
(5)
where \( R_{(0)} \) is the residual of the \( q \)th stage. In the first stage of the scheme, the addition of \( P_{2h} \) cancels \( R_{2h}[W_{2h}^{(0)}] \) and replaces it by \( \sum R_\delta(W_h) \), with the result that the evolution on the coarse grid is driven by the residual on the fine grid. This process is repeated on successively coarser grids. Finally the correction calculated on each grid is passed back to the next finer grid by bilinear interpolation. In the present implementation a W-cycle strategy\(^12\) is used in each time step.

Since the evolution on a coarse grid is driven by residuals collected from the next finer grid, the final solution on the fine grid is independent of the choice of dissipation and boundary conditions on the coarse grids when the computation converges. To reduce the computational effort, only first-difference dissipation is used on the coarse grids. For external flow calculations, some further reduction of computational effort can be achieved by freezing the far-field boundary conditions on the coarse grid calculations. It was found that, due to the strong interactions of the inflow and outflow boundary conditions with the interior flow in a cascade blade row, slow convergence and possible limit cycles may be encountered if the inflow and outflow boundary conditions are not updated.
on each multigrid level as well as on the fine grid. In the current work, the same boundary conditions discussed in the next section are applied to all boundaries on all levels of the grids.

III. Boundary Conditions

At present, H-type meshes are used. For cascade calculations we usually encounter four types of boundaries: 1) wall, 2) periodic, 3) inlet, and 4) outlet as shown in Fig. 1. Implementation of boundary conditions for a cell-centered finite-volume scheme is usually facilitated by using fictitious cells exterior to the boundaries of the computational domain. For wall boundaries, zero normal velocity is imposed, and we use the normal momentum equation to extrapolate the pressure to the wall. For periodic boundaries, e.g., ab and AB in Fig. 1, the flow variables in the fictitious cells below AB are made to be the same as those in the interior cells right below ab, and the flow variables in the fictitious cells above ab are made to be the same as those right above AB. Since a cell-centered scheme is used, no special treatment is needed for the leading and trailing edges of the blade profile.

At the inlet boundary, four of the five independent flow variables must be specified for subsonic inlet flow. The other flow variable must be extrapolated from inside the flowfield according to characteristic analysis. For external flows, the far-stream velocity is known since it is simply determined by the flight speed. Therefore, we may specify a known velocity component and let the flow angle be determined by the computation which should approach the undisturbed freestream condition if the boundary is far enough from the airfoil or wing. For cascade flows, usually the total pressure and total temperature (enthalpy) are given upstream. The velocity magnitude at the inlet, however, is determined by the back pressure downstream of the cascade. Different back pressures result in different velocities at the inlet. The flow angle, on the other hand, does not change much even when the velocity magnitude changes. In an experimental setup, e.g., the flow upstream comes from a stabilizing chamber where the flow is conditioned to be a nearly parallel stream entering the cascade at a specific incidence angle. Specification of a velocity component is not a rational choice without knowing at least approximately what the velocity magnitude is. If a rather arbitrary velocity component not consistent with the back pressure is chosen for the inlet, the resulting flowfield will then have a quite different incidence angle from the experimental condition. In light of the above argument we choose to specify the total enthalpy, entropy, which is equivalent to total pressure, and the two independent flow angles of the incoming flow. The one-dimensional Riemann invariant normal to the flow boundary is used to obtain the other condition. Let $q_n$ be the velocity component in the direction of the outer normal of the inlet boundary and $c$ the speed of sound for the fictitious cells outside the inlet boundary, and let subscript $i$ denote the corresponding values on the interior cells adjacent to the inlet boundary. The outgoing one-dimensional characteristic equation can be written as

$$q_{ni} + [2(\gamma - 1)c]v = q_n + [2(\gamma - 1)c]v$$

The conditions for the entropy, enthalpy, and flow angles can be written as

$$S = S_n$$
$$H = H_n$$

$$w/q = \cos \alpha, \quad (v/q) = \cos \beta, \quad (w/q) = \cos \gamma$$

where $S_n$, $H_n$, $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ are the given entropy, total enthalpy, and the flow angles. $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ satisfy the following condition:

$$\cos \alpha^2 + \cos \beta^2 + \cos \gamma^2 = 1$$

With the above equations we can solve for all the flow variables on the boundary, or rather, with the cell-centered scheme flow variables on the fictitious cells adjacent to the boundary. For supersonic inlet flow, all flow variables are specified. Conversely on the outlet boundary, entropy, total enthalpy or the outgoing one-dimensional Riemann invariant, and flow angles are extrapolated for subsonic flow. In principle, an upstream running characteristic has to be used to reflect the fact of upstream influence in subsonic flows. However, in view of experimental setup where the back pressure is controlled by a throttling device, here we choose to directly specify the pressure at the exit of the cascade. For outlet flow with supersonic axial velocity all variables are extrapolated.

Because of the existence of the hub and casing in a three-dimensional cascade, the flow develops boundary layers over the sidewalls before it enters the cascade blading where low-energy flow in the sidewall boundary layers undergoes the same blade-to-blade pressure gradient as the inviscid core flow. The interaction of these sidewall boundary layers with the cascade blades results in secondary flow phenomena. It appears that the essential vortical features of secondary flows may be determined by inviscid vortex dynamics which can be described by the Euler equations provided a rotational velocity profile that includes the sidewall boundary layers is specified at the entrance of the cascade. This velocity profile can be taken from experimental measurement or obtained by assuming appropriate boundary-layer profiles with given momentum and displacement thicknesses. The velocity profile is then converted into an entropy or stagnation pressure profile by assuming a constant static pressure at the inlet boundary, and with a given stagnation enthalpy so that implementation of the inlet boundary conditions can be carried out in the manner described in the above paragraphs. It must be pointed out, however, that secondary flows are really of viscous origin, and therefore, the results of inviscid simulation ought to be appropriately interpreted.

IV. Computational Results

A. Hobson’s Impulse Cascade

One of the most difficult test cases for transonic cascade calculations is the Hobson shock-free impulse cascade.13 It has very thick airfoils and was designed with the hodograph method to give a shock-free supersonic pocket. Since any such shock-free solution is isolated in the sense that a small perturbation in the flow conditions or airfoil shape can cause a

![Fig. 1 Computational domain and boundaries for typical cascades with an H grid.](image-url)
shock wave to occur, Hobson's cascade provides a difficult test of both the accuracy and convergence for a method. Ives calculated the flow of this cascade by a potential flow method. The result, however, showed a noticeable shock terminating the supersonic pocket in both the \( C_p \) distribution and the Mach number contour plots. Figure 2 shows the \( C_p \) distribution obtained by the present method with an 80 x 24 mesh. Forty-eight points are distributed on the upper and lower surfaces each. It can be seen that the solution is essentially shock free and in close agreement with the original hodograph design. Figure 3 shows the Mach number contours of the same solution. Because this cascade is shock-free and geometrically symmetric before and after in the streamwise direction, the flowfield should be symmetric likewise. If for any reason a shock is present in the passage, then the flowfield would no longer be symmetric. The smooth symmetric pattern shown in Fig. 3 is an indication of the accuracy of the solution.

B. Supersonic Wedge Cascade

Denton presented a supersonic wedge cascade in Ref. 1 as a test case for capturing oblique shocks in cascades. Figure 4 shows the profile of the cascade and the pressure contours of a solution with inlet Mach number 2 calculated by the present method. The shock reflected from the lower blade is designed to be exactly cancelled out at the corner of the upper blade, giving a uniform flow between the parallel surfaces and an expansion off the downstream corner. This design gives a good test case for numerical methods, since the inevitable smearing of shock fronts in a shock-capturing method and any possible wrong prediction of shock angle prevent complete cancellation of the reflected shock, and thus produce a nonuniform region downstream. Figure 5 shows the pressure distribution on the blade obtained by the present method. Comparison of our results and those by Denton shows that the solution of the present method has a more uniform flow region after the reflected shock. This is an indication of better resolution of the shock waves. However, the reflected shock is still not completely cancelled out by the corner of the upper blade. This causes oscillations in both the pressure and Mach number distributions as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In addition, the Mach number in the expansion region is lower than that of the analytic solution, although the pressure has fully recovered to the analytic value as shown in Fig. 5. This is an indication of entropy production and is caused by the large dissipation incurred at the corner point where the flowfield has a sharp discontinuity due to the expansion waves. As pointed out, a complete cancellation may never be achieved by a shock-capturing method due to the finite thickness of the shock waves. Improvements, however, may be expected for such flows by using solution-adaptive grids with more grid points clustered near the shocks, or more sophisticated schemes of higher shock resolution, such as the TVD or other upwinding-type schemes.

C. VKI Turbine Cascade

This is a two-dimensional turbine nozzle cascade. Both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional programs are used to calculate the flow through this cascade. The three-dimensional results with uniform inlet flow are found to be identical.
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Fig. 6 Surface Mach number distribution over supersonic wedge cascade.
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Fig. 7 Isentropic Mach number distribution over VKI cascade at exit isentropic Mach 0.7.
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Fig. 8 Isentropic Mach number distribution over VKI cascade at exit isentropic Mach 1.0.
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Fig. 9 Convergence history for VKI cascade at exit isentropic Mach 1.0.

to our two-dimensional solution as they should be. A 77 x 21 H-mesh with the same surface definition as proposed in Ref. 15 was used in the blade-to-blade plane. The interior points of the mesh are redistributed by an elliptic mesh generator after Thompson et al. A three-dimensional mesh is constructed by stacking these two-dimensional H-meshes in the spanwise direction, forming a three-dimensional linear cascade with straight side walls. The aspect ratio of the blade is 0.4. Because of the small aspect ratio, only 11 grid points are used in the spanwise direction.

Figure 7 shows the blade surface isentropic Mach number distributions of both experiment and our calculation for an isentropic exit Mach number 0.7. The comparison shows good agreement except at the trailing edge of the blade where the numerical solution shows two points with large suction. This is probably due to the fact that we did not use any cusp to modify the round trailing edge of the blade profile. Figure 8 shows the solution of the same cascade at exit isentropic Mach number 1.0. Good agreement with experimental data is also obtained. The fast convergence to be shown below, and the good agreement with experimental data without adding a cusp, demonstrate the robustness of the scheme.

Figure 9 plots the convergence history for the transonic calculation at exit isentropic Mach number 1.0. The computation was done with two levels of multigrids. For three-dimensional calculations, the number of grid points on the coarse grid is of that on the fine grid. Measured by a "work unit" consisting of the computational effort of one time step on the fine grid, the work required for one multigrid cycle with two levels is 1 + 1 plus the work required for additional residual calculations and data transfer, which is of the order of 25%. Figure 9 shows that within 200 multigrid time steps, or 225 work units, the residual (shown by the solid line) is driven to the order of $10^{-10}$. The dashed line shows the relative difference between the mass flow at the exit and that at the entrance of the cascade. With this difference driven to the order of $10^{-10}$ we can be sure that our calculation properly conserves mass flow in the cascade passage, which is an important property for internal flow calculations. Such a calculation on the 77 x 21 x 11 mesh with 200 multigrid time steps takes a total of 840 s on a single processor of a Convex
C2 computer in double precision. Double precision was used only to show that the scheme is capable of driving the residual beyond the order of $10^{-7}$. For engineering applications, the residual need only be reduced to the order of $10^{-4}$. Figure 9 shows that this can be achieved within a few more than 50 time steps. At that time, the mass flow difference and the outflow angle also show that the solution has effectively reached a steady state.

Since the Euler equations are capable of describing rotational flow, one expects that they can be used to solve flowfields that involve inviscid vortex transport. In cascade problems, secondary flow is not only important for the performance of turbomachines, but also interesting, because there has been the suggestion that certain features of the secondary flow are due to the inviscid convection of the vortices developed on the side walls at the entrance. The Euler equations should be able to predict these features of the secondary flow when given the initial boundary-layer type velocity distribution. The origin of this velocity distribution is, of course, due to viscosity. However, the later development of the vortex flow and its effect on the global flowfield, such as the appearance of passage vortices, may be largely an inviscid process. To demonstrate this idea, we solved the Euler equations for the VKI cascade with a typical inlet boundary-layer velocity distribution. Twenty-one grid points are used in the spanwise direction for this calculation. They are distributed in such a way that the grid has a better resolution near the end-walls to capture the boundary-layer type velocity profile.

Figure 10 shows the swirl in two cross sections of the cascade flowfield. The swirl is defined to be the dot product of the vorticity and velocity vectors normalized by the magnitude of the velocity. Therefore, it is essentially the streamwise vorticity and can be used as a good indication of secondary flow. Cross section A-A cuts through the two counter-rotating horseshoe vortices generated in front of the leading edge as a consequence of the interaction of the side-wall boundary layers and the blade. Each of the horseshoe vortices branch into two legs downstream on either side of the blade. The branches on the pressure side, however, have the same sense of rotation as the passage vortices generated by the pressure gradient between the upper and lower blades, and therefore, cannot be distinguished from the larger passage vortices. The suction side branch of the horseshoe vortices have the opposite sense of rotation and can still be seen downstream in cross section B-B.

D. Low-Pressure Turbine Cascade

This is a turbine cascade with blade profile typical of the root section of a low-pressure aircraft gas turbine. Its side walls have a 6-deg divergence in the blade passage. The cascade has been extensively tested and analyzed by Hodson and Dominy. The exit isentropic Mach number is 0.7 and an incidence angle of 38.8 deg. We calculated this case with a $80 \times 16 \times 16$ mesh. Figure 11 is the typical convergence history for our calculations with three levels of multigrid. Figure 12 shows the is-
entropic Mach number distribution at midspan, together with the experimental data taken from Ref. 6. It is pointed out in Ref. 6 that there is a separation bubble at about 0.8 chord on the upper surface of the blade. This seems to explain the slight discrepancy between the experimental data and our inviscid solution. The inviscid solution gives a greater adverse pressure gradient than the real viscous flow. The viscous flow cannot sustain the large adverse pressure, and thus separates, changing the outer inviscid flow.

Notice that our solution also predicts a suction peak near the leading edge. This suction peak is followed by a sharp diffusion, and therefore, is likely to cause separation too. Although the experimental data do not show this suction peak, Hodson observed a small separation bubble near the leading edge. In fact, at a larger incidence angle this suction peak becomes obvious in the measured data too. Figure 13 shows the computed and measured isentropic Mach number distribution at an 8.6-deg positive incidence angle relative to the design condition. The measured data is taken from Ref. 7. We can see that the leading-edge suction peak on the upper surface is increased, while that on the lower surface disappeared. Overall agreement between experiment and computation is still obtained.

Figure 14 shows another off-design condition with a 20.3-deg negative incidence angle relative to the design angle. We see that in this case there is a large discrepancy between calculation and experiment on the lower blade surface. At 20.3-deg negative incidence angle, there is a long separation bubble on the lower surface after the leading edge as observed by Hodson. The extreme diffusion in that region predicted by the inviscid solution is in fact a good signal of the existence of separation.

For many turbine cascade blades the blade profile often has a blunt trailing edge. Viscous effects dominate in this region, and the Navier-Stokes equations with many grid points have to be used in order to realistically resolve the flow. With an inviscid model, however, the flow will experience a large suction before it reaches a stagnation point because of the high curvature of the blunt trailing edge. The large flow gradient causes lower accuracy and sometimes difficulties in convergence. Many researchers added artificial cusps to avoid this problem. It was mentioned in the last section that our method is tolerant to such blunt trailing edges. Excellent convergence rate was obtained without adding any cusps. However, we did notice in Figs. 7 and 8 the abnormal suction peak position may be at least partly explained by the fact that our peak is displaced toward the end walls. This shift of our peak is displaced toward the end walls. This shift of peak position may be at least partly explained by the fact that a real viscous boundary layer grows in thickness, whereas our fictitious inviscid one does not. The growth of the real bound-
secondary flow vortices which develop as a consequence of inviscid convection of the entrance velocity profile. Quantitative prediction of secondary flows with an Euler method, however, need be cautioned.
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